
Unless Pat Moynihan becomes the next pope, 
Greeley will never be a papal nuncio. 

Archbishop Jadot made it clear he was not 
proposing a deal. "The basis of our dialogue 
must be our shared spiritual patrimony. It cannot ' 
rely on a policy of reciprocity that would demand 
a pairing off of issues which are to be traded on 
a one-to-one basis. Dialogue is open-ended, 'not 
programmed for results. The starting point is 
respect and the end product is mutual respect." 

In urging that we face these issues as common 
issues Jadot speaks in a tradition of distinguished 
foreigners such as Alexis de Tocqueville and 
Gunnar Myrdal, who from time to time illuminate'' 
for us both the genius and the requirements of' 
our American experiment in democratic plural- 
ism. It was an extraordinary meeting because 
Jadot chose not simply to endorse Jewish-Chris- 
tian dialogue but to advance it. 
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EXCURSUS XI1 
Neither Guerrillas Nor Patsies 

Jaime L:Sin is the new Archbishop of Manila, 
the Philippines, and he seems to have President 
Ferdinand Marcos worried. The previous arch- 
bishop was Rufino Cardinal Santos, whose sur- 
name means "saint." Whatever may be in a name, 
Sin seems to be generating some sanctified 
power among the people of the Philippines. 

In our September issue Raul S. Manglapus, 
former Foreign Secretary of the Philippines, de- 
scribed the brutal suppression of Filipino demo- 
cracy under President Marcos ("The Philippine 
Archipelago"). It is just possible that some few 
signs of relaxation now reflect Marcos's sensi- 
tivity to the bad press he has been receiving. 
Perhaps there have even been some political 
pressures from the US. State Department. Cer- 
tainly a more independent U.S. Congress is less 
ready to bankroll murder in defense of democracy 
in the Pacific. Thieu in South Vietnam, Park in 
South Korea, and Marcos in the Philippines are 
all nervous, and with good reason. 

While these dictators fret about the erosion of 
their Washington lobbies, the more immediate 
and in some respects more interesting pressures 
are coming from the Christian Church in each 
country. In Saigon the myth that the late Cardinal 
Spellman built ("millions who voted for freedom 
with their feet") is being dealt a devastating blow 
as thousands upon thousands of Roman Catho- 

:Iics fromv:the;N.orth: take to the streets to prbtest 
the:tyranriy, .of .President Thieu. In South Korea, 
whil'e~~Mr;:'MPo,n- entejtains at 'Madison . Square 
Garder$:Protestants and Roman Catholics have 
led'-the..,resistance to. General Park's,.despotic 
denial ;.,of.?:h,umanI. freedom (see . "Heroisrn in 
Korea;'!~~~o:l~~.~~ew,"Ociober). ' . ' 

Andhiow 3he:P'hilippines. It may seem like a 
small thing :that in their. last meeting the bishops 
refused to -be photographed with Mr. Marcos. 

.Nor .would a gathering of five thousand for a 
"vigil for justice; peace, and freedom" at the 
Manila' Cathedral seem an earthshaking event. 
Unless, of course; in a country that is 80 per cent 
Roman 'Catholic you had ' imposed strict martial 
law ,in furtherance of your role as savior of the 
nation. The social scientists call 'it delegitimation. 

Archbishop Sin and his episcopal colleagues 
are, to be sure, no revolutionary cadre. "I for one 
don? like to be a martyr," the Archbishop says. 
"I would like to be a confessor." Be that as it 
may, it has often happened that a bold confession 
of simple truths'can lead to both martyrdom and 
revolutionary change. Detractors might see the 
Archbishop's stand as self-serving. After all, the 
initial friction surfaced following a military raid 
on a Jesuit novitiate which the regime suspected 
.of harboring its political opponents. Even i f  one 
reduces it to a conflict over territorial imperatives, 
however, the impact of the conflict is not dimin- 
ished. '. 

The Church has frequently pursued a course 
of accommodation with repressive regimes. This 
is the case, for example, with Lutheranism in 
East Germany, is still largely true of Roman Ca- 
tholicism in Franco's Spain, and was clearly the 
case in the Portugal of 'yesterday. Thus the 
Church lends religious legitimation to the exist- 
ing order, protesting only, if at all, when its most 
clear and immediate interests are trampled upon. 
But even this minimalist approach to social jus- 
tice can form powerful resistance to tyranny. 
One thinks, for example, of the churches in Rho- 
desia that successfully refused to tolerate apart- 
heid-style restrictions on multiracial ministry and 
education. Less happily, one reflects on the Dutch 
Reformed Church in South Africa that has so 
basely accommodated ' Christian teaching and 
practice to racist fear. 

Something new is now happening. It is not 
happening fast enough or surely enough, but it 
is happening. In Korea, the Philippines, Vietnam, 
Latin America, and several African countries the 
churches are rethinking what is essential to the 
integrity of Christian ministry. The bishops are 
not donning guerrilla outfits, as some people. 
thought a few years ago. But neither are they 
content with a definition of ministry that restricts 



them to proclaiming an apolitical gospel impervi- 
ous to elementary human rights and dignity. The 
purview of ministry is being extended, the line 
across which the government must not step is 
being drawn farther out, the circle of freedom is 
enlarged. The circle includes not only members 
in the Church’s “charge” but, as in the Philip- 
pines, a persecuted Muslim minority and, as in 
some African countries, small tribal groups th,at 
regimes seem quite prepared to see disappear. 

The day may be approaching when the Church 
will no longer trade its integrity for the mess of 
potage oflered by regimes that suffer its exis- 
tence so long as it “sticks to religion.”’Even in 
instances such as Vietnam and the Philippines, 
where regimes have carefully and generously 
cultivated the Church’s support, oppressors dis- 
cover that Christianity is an uncertain ally, Signs 
of the new spirit are barely perceptible in the 
Soviet Union and its empire, where the regime 
carefully cultivates at least the Church’s acqui- 
escence. Yet there was Solzhenitsyn’s “Lenten 
Letter” of 1972, and the good father removed 
from his Moscow parish last year for preaching 
in a troubling way about human dignity; and the 
Russian Orthodox participant in an ecumenical 
meeting in Geneva who whispers that there is 
more going on than we may know about. “We 
are not all as ‘safe’ as they think.” And there 
is hope. 

The Church is not most dangerous to tyrannies 
when it affects the rhetoric and tactics of secular 
revolutionism, but when it rediscovers its own 
tradition with its imperatives to oppose the false 
gods that would constrict human development. 
Contrary to the conventional secular wisdom, the 
Church’s social creativity does not depend upon 
its cutting loose from the tradition but upon its 
confident assertion of a tradition that is, at its 
Jewish-Christian heart, radical in implication 
and promise. 

American Christians need to know about, to 
celebrate, and to support these emerging signs 
of Christian confidence around the world. Thus 
the transnational character and mission of the 
Christian community is strengthened. Needless 
to say, the chief support American Christians can 
offer is our own bolder confession in the face of 
the peculiarly American false gods that bedevil 
both our domestic life and the exercise of Ameri- 
can power in the world. 

With such an eminently punable name, it was 
inevitable that upon his elevation to the Manila 
See someone would proclaim: “Sin has been 
glorified.” His witness and that of others, how- 
ever, suggest that it is Righteousness that is 
promised a better day. 
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In “Relief vs. Liberation: Another Misplaced De- 
bate” (Worldview, October) Senior Editor Rich- 
ard John Neutiaus took up some problems now. 
being debated in chorch-related and other global 
relief agencies. Some say the choice is between 
“the politics of charity,” on the one hand, and 
“the politics of liberation,” on the other. What is 
the meeting point between the immediate allevi- 
ation of human misery and the correction of so- 
cial systems that perpetuate such misery? Are 
these tasks complementary or mutually exclu- 
sive-or are .we asking the wrong questions? 
Responses follow. 

Not Whether, But How 

“Relief vs. Liberation: Another Misplaced De- 
bate” is essentially on target. The real question 
concerning the relation between relief and libera- 
tion is not one of whether but of how. 

Church World Service has conceded the rela- 
tion for years-at least as far back as the consul- 
tation on Inter-Church Aid (Swanwick) and on 
Church and Society (Geneva) in July, 1966. For 
example: CWS maintains no long-term feeding 
programs today, aiming its long-term efforts to- 
ward self-development instead. Or again: CWS 
has deliberately scaled down its utilization of U.S. 
foreign aid commodities and funds from a high 
of 77 per cent of its overseas program resources 
in 1955 to a mere 15’per cent’ today. Indeed, it 
was James MacCracken, long before the recent 
controversies, who repeatedly reminded the CWS 
governing body that “to give a cup of cold water 
to a suffering child is to perform a political act.” 
That there is an essential relation between justice 
and service is well known. But how the Church 
is to express that relationship, institutionally and 
programmatically-that is what the debate is 
about. 

Is it in fact possible for one agency of the 
Church, such as CWS, to carry out both agendas? 
If the agendas are to be administratively separate. 
is the service agenda to be ancillary to the jus- 
tice agenda? or vice versa? These questions are 
more than merely bureaucratic; they are essen- 
tially theological, and have much to do with one’s 
perception of reality. As one who lives in the 
midst of this maelstrom, permit me to venture a 
single proposition on this matter, together with 
two brief corollaries. 

The proposition: The tension between relief 
and liberation should not, and in truth cannot, be 
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